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Hello Heart is the only digital therapeutics company to focus exclusively

on heart disease, the leading cause of death worldwide. Through a

connected mobile device that uses AI, behavioral science, and

personalized digital coaching to drive lifestyle changes, Hello Heart

empowers people to reduce blood pressure and predicts serious heart

issues before they occur. Validated in peer-reviewed studies, Hello Heart is

easy to use and works alongside an employer’s benefits ecosystem.

Dozens of Fortune 500 employers are realizing immediate and sustained

results for member engagement, clinical outcomes, and reduced cost of

unnecessary cardiac procedures. Founded in 2013, Hello Heart is a

member of the American Heart Association’s Innovator Network, and is

part of the CVS Point Solutions Management Program.
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Hello Heart users have lower medical costs for cardiovascular disease (CVD)

than matched controls (non-users) who are not enrolled in the Hello Heart

hypertension management program. The cost difference between Hello

Heart users and matched controls is driven by decreased spending on

surgery, emergency, and diagnostic services in the Hello Heart user group. 

Claim Assertion for Validation
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Baseline total health care costs

Baseline cardiovascular disease (CVD) costs 

Gender

Age 

Number of months in baseline period

Hello Heart users who had more than three months of medical claims data

available for their pre-enrollment period were matched to non-users on 

The groups were 203 for Hello Heart and 200 for non-users, after removing

members whose costs changed by more than $60,000 from the baseline to

the post-period.  Because the matched non-users were not enrolled in Hello

Heart, baseline blood pressure and change in blood pressure over time were

unknown and could not be used as additional matching criteria. 

The analysis focused on how much each group’s annualized CVD costs

changed from baseline to the post-period per participant; the calculation

was also done per participant per month without annualizing the costs. 

In addition, each person’s use of inpatient hospital care was assessed in

each time period. The number of people who had a hospital admission as

well as the number of people whose days in the hospital went down from

the pre- to the post-period were counted. The percentage of hospital

patients whose days went down was then calculated. 
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Graph 1 shows the change in CVD spending per participant from baseline to

the post-period. (Note: figures for per participant per month are not shown, as

the results and their significance was similar to the per participant). The

majority of the difference between Hello Heart and the matched non-users

came from lower use of surgery and inpatient care, as well as diagnostic

services. In total, Hello Heart users’ CVD costs went down $880, while

matched non-users had costs go up by $985. This $1865 cost savings

represents a 19% reduction in total medical spending per Hello Heart user per

year. Hello Heart users costs for physician visits went up more than they did

for matched non-users; this was expected, as the program encourages use of

preventive care. 
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Findings & Validation
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Graph 1



Table 1 shows the number of people in each group who had at least one day in

a hospital in the baseline period, the number of people whose days in hospital

care went down, and the percentage whose days went down. Hello Heart

users who had a hospital stay during the baseline period were 26% more likely

to have fewer days in the hospital in the post-period than matched non-users. 
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Table 1: Inpatient Hospital Days



Enrollment in Hello Heart is voluntary, and participants may differ from non-

participants on factors that were not (or cannot be) measured. Consistent with

a larger Hello Heart user study [1], the users in this study with stage 2

hypertension at enrollment (Systolic Blood Pressure > 140mmHg) who

reduced their blood pressure showed an average reduction of 17 mmHg.

Furthermore, 75% of these stage 2 users, 64% of stage 1 users (Systolic BP >

130mmHg), and 58% of users with elevated blood pressure (Systolic BP >

120mmHg) had reduced by at least 1 mmHg one year following enrollment.

These changes are similar, though not identical to the larger study [1], possibly

due to the smaller sample size and variable duration of follow up

measurements during the claims period.  Blood pressure changes or other

unknown variables may explain part of the contrast in cost savings between

users and non-users. 
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[1] Gazit T, Gutman M, Beatty AL. Assessment of Hypertension Control Among Adults
Participating in a Mobile Technology Blood Pressure Self-management Program. JAMA
Netw Open. 2021 Oct 1;4(10):e2127008. doi:
10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2021.27008. PMID: 34652447.
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Validation and Credibility Guarantee

Hello Heart program achieved level 1 validation for Savings. Validation

Institute is willing to provide up to a $25,000 guarantee as part of their

Credibility Guarantee Program. To learn more, visit

https://validationinstitute.com/credibility-guarantee/

Hello Heart
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Cardiovascular disease medical costs went down

significantly more for Hello Heart participants

than for matched non-participants.
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About Validation Institute

Validation Institute is a professional community that advocates for

organizations and approaches that deliver better health value - stronger

health outcomes at lower cost. We connect, train, and certify health care

purchasers, and we validate and connect providers delivering superior results.

Founded in 2014, the mission of the organization has consistently been to help

provide transparency to buyers of health care. 
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